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Competition Overview 
 

What is PPA District, IPC & TPPA Image Competition? 

Professional Photographers of America and its’ state and local affiliates, including the Texas Professional 

Photographers Association, host annual photographic competitions that serve to stretch your talent and 

help you grow as an artist.  By entering your images and listening to the judge’s comments, 

understanding the scores and acting on the juror's recommendations, you will stretch your artistic 

ability immensely.  

 

Engaging with those in the passionate and supportive photographic competitions community will help 

you improve your work, earn recognition and peer admiration as well as improve your business.  

 

The core of PPA Image Competition is that it is not a “head to head” competition where one image 

competes with another. Instead, entries are judged against a standard of excellence which puts all 

entries on the same level right out of the gate. The standard is based on “The 12 Elements of Image 

Competition.    

 

12 Elements of Image Competition 

 
 Impact is the sense one gets upon viewing an image for the first time. Compelling images evoke 

laughter, sadness, anger, pride, wonder or another intense emotion. There can be impact in any 

of these twelve elements. 

 Creativity is the original, fresh, and external expression of the imagination of the maker by using 

the medium to convey an idea, message or thought. 

 Technical excellence is the Image quality of the image itself as it is presented for viewing. 

Retouching, manipulation, sharpness, exposure, presentation, printing, mounting, and correct 

color are some items that speak to the qualities of the image. 

 Composition is important to the design of an image, bringing all of the visual elements together 

in concert to express the purpose of the image. Proper composition holds the viewer in the 

image and prompts the viewer to look where the creator intends. Effective composition can be 

pleasing or disturbing, depending on the intent of the image maker. 

 Lighting—the use and control of light—refers to how dimension, shape and roundness are 

defined in an image. Whether the light applied to an image is manmade or natural, proper use 

of it should enhance an image. 

 Style is defined in a number of ways as it applies to a creative image. It might be defined by a 

specific genre or simply be recognizable as the characteristics of how a specific artist applies 

light to a subject. It can impact an image in a positive manner when the subject matter and the 

style are appropriate for each other, or it can have a negative effect when they are at odds. 

 Image Presentation affects an image by giving it a finished look. The mats and borders used 

should support and enhance the image, not distract from it. 

 Center of Interest is the point or points on the image where the maker wants the viewer to stop 

as they view the image. There can be primary and secondary centers of interest. Occasionally 

there will be no specific center of interest, when the entire scene collectively serves as the 

center of interest. 

 Subject Matter should always be appropriate to the story being told in an image. 

 Color Balance supplies harmony to an image. An image in which the tones work together, 

effectively supporting the image, can enhance its emotional appeal. Color balance is not always 

harmonious and can be used to evoke diverse feelings for effect. 
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 Technique is the approach used to create the image. Printing, lighting, posing, capture, 

presentation media, and more are part of the technique applied to an image. 

 Story Telling refers to the image’s ability to evoke imagination. One beautiful thing about art is     

that each viewer might collect his own message or read her own story in an image. 

 

The International Photographic Competition Committee (IPCC) of PPA uses the 12 elements above as 

the “gold standard” to define a merit image. The Juror Excellence Committee (JEC) trains judges to be 

mindful of these elements when judging images to the PPA merit level and to be placed in the 

International Image Exhibit at the annual convention. The use of these 12 elements connects the 

modern practice of photography and its photographers to the historical practice of photography begun 

nearly two centuries ago. 

 

What it takes to be a Judge and stay a Judge 

There are several requirements to become a PPA Affiliate Juror.  

 

  Must be a Master Photographer 

  Must have 5 Image merits above and beyond Master 

  Must have attended PPA's Judging School in Atlanta 

  Must complete at least 3 Affiliate State Judgings 

  Candidate must acquire at least 5 positive evaluations from the above mentioned Judgings  

  Candidate must apply to be an Affiliate Judge to JEC  

  Must submit 25 pieces of their own work for review 

 If accepted, Juror must be willing to accept assignments to Juror District Competitions as well as IPC  

  Juror must enter and merit at least once every two years 

 

Judging Conditions 
There are specific conditions that are required to be met before the judging begins.  The IPCC works 

hard to make sure these conditions are met to ensure a consistent environment for viewing images 

across all of the competitions.   

 

These conditions are also very important for participants to know and understand as both physical prints 

and digital images should be prepared for viewing by the judges using these specific viewing conditions.  

Failure to do so will often result in images that look great in ordinary lighting but fall far short when 

viewed under competition standards. 
 

Judging of Prints: 
Light on the images being judged is very 

specific.  

Prints: Ambient room lights are turned off. The 

lights used to provide light on the prints are LED 

lighting set up in a butterfly pattern with a color 

temperature of 3000K.  The exposure of the 

light at the point where the image will be 

placed for judging should have and even 

coverage of light with an Exposure Value of EV8 

(ISO 100, f/16@ 1 sec.) at the center of the 

image area and from corner to corner. 
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Judging of Digital Files: 
Monitor calibrations for digital images being 

judged is very specific. 

 

Digital Files: Ambient room lights are turned 

off. Digital images are displayed for judging with 

the monitor Settings at D65, 120 cd/m2, 2.20 

gamma. 

 

Scoring Scale 
Images at the PPA District Photographic 

Competitions can receive scores up to 100 points, dependent on how they meet the 12 Elements of a 

Merit Image. Images are scored using the following scale: 

100 - 95: Exceptional 

94 - 90: Superior 

89 - 85: Excellent 

84 - 80: Deserving of a Merit 

79 - 75: Above Average 

74 - 70: Average 

69 - 65: Below Exhibition Standards 

 

How the scoring works 
Most of the judging's work the same way. There's a panel of 5 people and a Jury Chairman. All Master 

Photographers, all being graduates of PPA's Judging School.  

 

Each Juror has a keypad in their hand.  After inspecting the image, a Juror will place the image into one 

of the above-mentioned categories on the scoring scale. Then the Juror will place a numerical score on 

the image, then proceed to enter their score into the keypad.  A central unit will average the scores, 

which is then read aloud. The Jury Chairman oversees the process from an iPad and can tell who's 

entered scores and who hasn't. It also allows the Chairman to see individual scores and may address a 

Juror who may be consistently judging the competition a bit too harshly or too softly when compared to 

the other jurors.  

 

Scores may be challenged by a Juror who feels an image should score higher or lower than the score 

announced. An automatic challenge to the score occurs when one juror is high/low of the overall 

average score by 10 or more points.  

 

How Challenges work 

Any Juror may challenge an announced score or even call back an image after it's been judged.  

The challenger will only challenge the score if he/she is attempting to get the image into another score 

category.  In other words: Image scores 82 but is challenged by a judge trying to get it into the 

“Excellent” category (85-89).  A juror may also try to challenge an image score down.  

 

After a challenge has been announced, the challenger gives the reasoning for challenging, good or bad.  

 

Each Juror on the panel is then asked to announce the score they gave the image, then describe the 

reasons why they gave that score. It's important that the other Jurors take the challengers point into 

consideration before re-judging. This is known as "moving with the panel".  Jurors are encouraged to 
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listen and take other comments into account instead of simply digging in with their opinion.  

 

The challenger then must address every adverse comment drawn by other Jurors during the rebuttal. 

The challenger then announces the score that he/she will be entering, and the image is then rescored by 

the entire panel.  

 

In 2017, the Majority Challenge was introduced. In this case, a score is automatically challenged if an 

image receives a "merit" score, but majority of the jurors have scores below merit.  

 

The opposite also applies. An image will be automatically challenged if it does not merit, yet a majority 

of the jurors have placed it in the merit category.  

 

Callbacks 

Jurors may "call back" an image after it's been judged.  This may be because he/she is still haunted by 

the image and feels it needs to score higher or lower than it did. A Chairman may also call back an 

image.  If this happens, the same process explained in the How Challenges work section will take place 

again. 

 

When jurors comment and when they don't 

On occasion, a piece may not draw any commentary from the panel.  This can be frustrating to an 

entrant trying to find where they are on the Image competition ladder.  

This is especially true if the image lacks impact and the score is lower than 80. It can also happen if every 

one of the Jurors are in the same place on the score scale. In this instance, there's really nothing to 

discuss.  

 

Commentary usually happens when there IS something to discuss. For example, there may be a flaw in 

the image that draws a comment from a Juror, which will spur additional comments from the other 

jurors.  An image may be intriguing to one juror but not another, or the entrant may have pushed the 

boundaries of one of the 12 Elements.  

 

Keep in mind the jurors are tempering jury responsibilities with the added weight of trying to 

complete the overall judging in a timely manner. Occasionally this means an image will not draw any 

commentary.  

 

The “Merit Image” 
In the world of photographic competitions at the State, District and International Level, a score of 80 or 

above is said to be a “Merit Image”.  A score of 80 or above indicates that the images has been awarded 

the recognition by the judges to be a part of the exhibition of images after the competition and 

displayed at Imaging USA as part of the General Collection.  Many of these images are also select to 

appear in the General Collection book published by Marathon Press.  

 

Additionally, these images will be in the running for possible trophy selections that will take place after 

all of the images have been judged. 

 

Finally, at the District and International Competitions, images that score an 80 or above will earn the 

maker of the image a “merit” that can be used toward earning the PPA Degrees.   

 

While earning an 80 or above at the State Level does not actually earn the “merit”, it is usually 

considered to indicate that the image may be a “merit image” at District or IPC Competitions.  The thing 

is, there are no guarantees that will be the case.  
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The “Loan Collection” 
The “Loan Collection” is considered “the best of the best” of the images submitted to the International 

Photographic Competition.  Those images selected for the Loan Collection earn an additional merit and 

are featured in the exhibit at Imaging USA and appear in the Loan Collection book published by 

Marathon Press. 

 

Entries scoring 85-94 at District or IPC will be judged for the Loan Collection at IPC.  

 

Entries scoring 95-100 are automatically accepted into the Loan Collection. Entries that score in that 

range level at District Competitions must be submitted to IPC to go into the Loan Collection and receive 

associated merits.  

 

Trophy Selection 

At the District level and at TPPA’s Annual Photographic Competition, categories have been established 

to award trophies for outstanding images in the various categories.  Jurors are ushered to a private 

room to make side by side comparisons for the purpose of selecting trophies after the Image 

competition concludes. No one other than official Jurors and competition room workers are allowed in 

the room during trophy selection.  If a competition room worker has an image up for consideration for a 

trophy, they must leave the room as well. 

 

Images are compared side by side for the different categories, although some associations are now 

using the highest Image score as the determining factor for trophies.  

 

“Photographic Open”, “Artist” and “Wedding” Competitions  

PPA and TPPA offer three competitions which include the Photographic Open Competition, the Artist 

Competition and the Wedding Competition.  (Please Note: The TPPA Competition accepts digital entries 

only.) 

 

Photographic Open Competition  

The purpose of this competition is to allow photographers to enter photographic prints, digital files, and  

digital albums to be judged against a standard of excellence using the 12 Elements of a Merit Image. 

Through this competition, PPA members are also eligible to achieve PPA exhibition merits toward the 

Master of Photography degree. 

 

In this category, the entrant must have captured and created the original exposure or exposures. In 

addition, all processing, manipulation and printing or rendering, were done by the entrant or under their 

direct supervision. 

 

*CREATIVE OPEN: (NEW) Consists of images that have additional elements not created by the maker. All 

elements not created by the maker must be shown in a guide image. (All the other PO rules still apply 

with the exception that you may have addition elements in your image not created by the maker.  These 

elements must be shown in a guide image.  The purpose of this new category is to allow makers to enter 

some of their everyday images that may contain digital background or other elements that were 

previously not allowed.  You will still need to have all releases necessary.  The jurors will be instructed to 

evaluate the entire image but the elements that were created by the maker must still be merit worthy 

as well as the overall image.) 
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Artist Competition 

The purpose of this competition is to allow the entrant to demonstrate their art skills and expertise in 

pursuit of the PPA Master Artist degree (previously known as Master of Electronic Imaging degree). 

Entries will be judged for digital, artistic and technical proficiency. Entries can be created using digital or 

traditional art (such as painting and airbrush) or a combination of both. Through this competition, PPA 

members are also eligible to achieve PPA Artist Exhibition Merits toward the PPA Master Artist degree. 

 

Entries may be reproduced from existing photographs, portraits, graphics or any other artwork from any 

source so long as the entrant has permission for usage.  Original images captured by the entrant is not 

required.  In addition, all processing, manipulation, artwork or rendering must be done by the entrant. 

 

Wedding Competition 

The purpose of this competition is to allow photographers to enter photographic prints, digital files or 

digital albums to be judged against a standard of excellence using the 12 Elements of a Merit Image. In 

addition to the twelve elements, for an image to be merit worthy in the wedding competition, additional 

evaluation may be considered for the entries that illustrate the personality of the subject or subjects and 

the story of the wedding as well as the artistic and technical skills of the image maker.  Judges will keep 

in mind that the maker has limited control over many aspects of a wedding.  For example: subject 

matter, environment and time of day.  Ultimately, additional consideration may be given to the maker 

for technically and artistically executing at a merit level in spite of challenges involved at an actual 

wedding. 

 

Images and all elements of an image in the Wedding Competition must be created during the time 

constraints of the actual event.  Images not created during the time constraints of the actual event may 

be entered in the Photographic Open competition.  The entrant or entrants must have captured all 

elements of the final submission from that wedding.  Images in the Wedding competition should reflect 

the personality or personalities of the subject(s) or the story of the wedding as well as the personality, 

artistic and technical skills of the image maker.  Images should include some kind of visual wedding 

reference(s).   

 

 

PPA Merits 
PPA awards “Merits” for participation in events, service to the association and success in photographic 

competition.  There are four types of Merits that PPA awards:   

 

Exhibition Merits  

Earned by competing in the Photographic Open category of PPA's International Photographic 

Competition. A Merit is awarded for images that score 80 or above at the District or IPC competitions.  

Merits are not awarded at photographic competitions at the state or local level. 

 

Artist Exhibition Merits  

Earned by competing in the more technical Master Artist category of PPA's International Photographic 

Competition. These images are evaluated for computer-applied techniques and proficiency. A Merit is 

awarded for images that score 80 or above at the District or IPC competitions.  Merits are not awarded 

at photographic competitions at the state or local level. 

 

Speaking Merits  

Earned by instructing or contributing to the PPA and PPA Affiliate photographic community. Sharing 

your knowledge and experience is important in moving this industry forward, and PPA wants to reward 

you for contributing to that effort. (At least 13 required for the Photographic Craftsman degree.) 
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Service Merits  

Earned through PPA and PPA Affiliate volunteer service and learning opportunities. (Can be part of the 

12 extra merits needed for every degree's 25-merit total.)  Merits earned through photographic 

education also fall under Service Merits. 

 

Photographic Competition and “Merits and Degrees” 

One of the primary reasons photographers participate in photographic competition is the pursuit of the 

“Master of Photography” and “Master Artist” Degrees awarded by PPA.  These degrees are based on 

success in photographic competition. 

 

Master of Photography (M.Photog.) 

Awarded for superior photographic skills—demonstrated through the Photographic Open category of 

PPA International Photographic Competition, advanced education and service to the industry. Earning 

this degree requires 25 Merits – 13 of which must come from competition in the Photographic Open 

category. 

 

Master of Wedding Photography (M.Wed.Photog.)  

A degree awarded to photographers for superior photographic skills demonstrated through excellence 

in the Wedding competition of PPA’s International Photographic Competition, advanced education and 

service to the industry. 

 

Master Artist (M.Artist) (formerly known as the Master of Electronic Imaging Degree) 

Awarded for superior photographic skills—demonstrated through the Artist Exhibition category of the 

PPA International Photographic Competition (with images evaluated for computer-applied techniques 

and proficiency), advanced education and service to the industry.  Earning this degree requires 25 Merits 

– 13 of which must come from competition in the Artist category. 

 

Photographic Craftsman (Cr.Photog.) Degree.  It is awarded for service as an orator, author or mentor. 

This degree does not require participation in photographic competition.  Earning this degree requires 25 

Merits – 13 of which must come from earning Speaking Merits. 

 

 

The Four Levels of Image Competition 

Photographic competition for professional photographers generally takes place at four distinct 

levels:  Local Guilds, State, District and International.  (There is also a recently created level of 

competition among world-wide countries know as, “The World Cup”.) 

 
When you look at the Four Levels of Competition, you see a simple pathway to preparing for 

competition.  As you move through these levels, the caliber of competition increases.  That is why many 

photographers use each of the first three levels to prepare for the final level of competition at the 

International level. 

 

1. Guild Level 

Guilds are localized associations that serve photographers at a community level. Texas currently  

has a local guild in the following cities:  Austin, Dallas, College Station, Nacogdoches/Lufkin, Fort   

Worth, Houston, Lubbock, San Antonio and Waco. Guilds usually meet one a month and many   

offer monthly image competitions.   
 

Guild level image competition may be the first step in your photographic competition journey.  
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Competitions at the various guilds have a wide range of rule sets. Some may use a small panel of guild 

members who have earned the PPA Master of Photography Degree to score images and provide 

feedback and input while other guilds offer a more casual, “people's choice” type judging.  Both of these 

competition styles can provide important feedback as you select and prepare images for entry at the 

“state level” at the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition at Summerfest in Conroe during the last 

week of June.  
 

2. State Level 

In Texas, the “state competition is known as the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition.  It is  

held in conjunction with Summerfest in June, in Conroe, Texas. 
 

The TPPA leadership strives to hold a competition that closely resembles the PPA District and 

International Competitions. For starters, the competition rules are based on the same rules used by PPA.  

One exception is that TPPA allows up to eight images to be entered instead of four.  This allows for more 

images to be placed in front of the judges to help entrants narrow down the final selections of images to 

be entered into District Competition. 
 

Secondly, TPPA uses only PPA Approved Jurors and those who have attended the PPA Judging School 

which trains those interested in becoming an Approved Juror.  Using these qualified judges ensures the 

participants that each image is held as closely as possible to the standards that are used in PPA’s District 

and International Competitions.  Many competition enthusiasts use the TPPA competition as a “testing 

ground” for images that they are considering for District Competition. 
 

The rules for the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition are posted at www.tppa.org/summerfest. 

TPPA uses the services of www.printcompetition.com to register entries and run the mechanics of the 

competition. Follow the instructions for Texas PPA.  
 

While no merits toward the PPA Degrees can be awarded at the State Level, this competition provides 

the opportunity to earn a variety of Awards and recognition for outstanding images.  Over 55 awards 

and distinctions are up for grabs at the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition. 
 

In addition, each image earning a score of 80 or above earns 1 point toward the Texas PPA Fellowship 

Degree.  You can learn more about the Fellowship program at www.tppa.org. 
  
3. District Level 

The US is divided into regional groups for District Competitions.  Participants in Texas compete in the 

Southwest District along with Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana and Utah. 
 

It is held in the spring at PPA Headquarters in Atlanta, GA. Participants can watch the judging through 

live streaming of the competition.  Competitions take place for both the Photographic Open and the 

Artist categories.  Enter at PPA.com. 
 

Images scoring 80 or above at a District Competition receive a Seal of Approval. A "sealed image" is 

often referred to as a "merit image" but it requires entry into the next International Photographic 

Competition BEFORE you can earn the merit.  You will earn one merit when your sealed image is entered 

in the next International Photographic Competition.  
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Entering the correct district. 

At right, you'll find a map of the 

International Image Competition 

Map that denotes what states 

enter in which districts. When 

entering, please enter the 

appropriate district at 

PPA.com>District Photographic 

Competition.  

 

While you may enter another 

district other than your own, 

you may only earn a Seal of 

Approval from your own District.  

 

Many photographers enter 

other districts before entering 

their own to get valuable 

feedback on their images. This 

can be helpful when preparing 

your images for your own 

District Competition or state 

level competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. International Photographic Competition (also known as IPC) 

This is the big one!  It takes place in mid to late summer in Atlanta, GA.  Competitions take place for 

both the Photographic Open and the Artist categories.  Enter at www.ppa.com. 

 

Images that score an 80 or above at this competition earn one merit.  Images that previous scored 80 or 

above at District Competition are automatically awarded a merit when submitted to IPC.   

 

The Grand Imaging Awards - The Grand Imaging Awards are awarded yearly at Imaging USA based on 

the results of the International Photographic Competition. Diamond Photographers of the Year and 

Medalists are honored at the ceremony.   
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Diamond Photographers of the Year 

Diamond Photographers of the Year had all four competition images accepted into the PPA Loan 

Collection. 
 

Platinum Medalists 

Platinum Medalists had three images included in the PPA Loan Collection and one image in PPA's 

General Collection. 
 

Gold Medalists  

Gold Medalists have the distinction of two photographic images being included in the PPA Loan 

Collection and two images in PPA's General Collection. 
 

Silver Medalists  

Silver Medalists have achieved the inclusion of one photographic image into PPA's Loan Collection and 

three images into PPA's General Collection. 
 

Bronze Medalists 

Bronze Medalists have had all four images submitted by the photographer accepted into PPA's General 

Collection. 

 

Grand Imaging Awards 
In addition to the medalist, the top images in various categories as selected by International 

Photographic Competition jurors are announced as well, with the top image from all categories earning 

the Grand Imaging Award! 

 

GIA Award Categories 

Please read each description and carefully analyze your image, then choose the most fitting category. 

 

Photographic Open Competition: 

 

 Portrait - Images can portray a subject or subjects from all walks of life and should reflect the 

personality of the subject(s). 

 Children - This sub-category must contain a child or children from birth to age 16. 

 High School Senior - This sub-category portrays a male or female age 16 to 18. 

 Animal - This sub-category captures an animal(s) portrait using structured lighting in a studio or 

outdoor environment, where the animal is controlled by the owner or photographer. 

 General Portrait - This sub-category includes families, groups, couples, and adults (18 and 

older), relationships, models and fashion portraits, in addition to tastefully artistic figure studies. 

 Illustrative - Capturing the beauty of nature, wildlife, industry and architectural areas are 

considered illustrative. 

 Landscape/Nature - This sub-category shares joy and adventures while expressing a sense of 

place. Wild animals in an uncontrolled lighting environment, flowers, seascapes, cityscapes, 

urban landscapes, and sunsets with or without people can be placed here. 

 Illustrative/Commercial - This sub-category is used when images are created for a commercial 

client to advertise a product and promote a brand or company. This can be an interior or 

exterior of a structure or within an industrial environment. Illustrative can also be conceptual 

images that tell a story. 

 Albums - Multiple images combined into a collection exclusively showcasing a specific event. 
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Artist Competition: 

A conceptual image altered or manipulated from its original condition. Creations can be a subtle 

application using post-processing techniques, or a dramatic combination of details to suggest a larger 

story. The artist is responsible for the idea behind the image and the work done to create the finished 

art piece. 

 

 Restoration -  The reconstruction of an old or damaged image.  The maker should show the 

original and the steps that were taken to restore the image. 

 Creative Open (Artist) - Images created by any artistic technique (not restoration) 

 

Wedding Competition: 

 

 Wedding Open -  Images eligible in the Wedding Open category must be created during the time 

constraints of the actual event. 

 Wedding Album - All images included in the Wedding Album must be created during the time 

constraints of the actual wedding event. 

 

You may enter as a single maker or a multi-maker; (2) photographers creating a minimum of twenty 

images each from the same wedding. 

 

 

World Photographic Cup 
The World Photographic Cup is a competition teams of photographers representing their home 

countries. Each country can enter one team.  Each team develops its own process for choosing images to 

enter.   

 

The USA Team is selected primarily from selected images that were entered into the International 

Photographic Competition.  Teams may enter up to three images in each of six categories: 

 Portrait 

 Wedding 

 Commercial (including advertising, architecture, industrial, fashion) 

 Illustrative/Digital art 

 Reportage / Photojournalism 

 Nature (Landscape / Wildlife) 

Gold (1st), Silver (2nd), and Bronze (3rd) medals are awarded to the individual creator in each category. 

 

Teams are awarded points based on aggregate score of top ten placements in all categories. The World 

Photographic Cup will be awarded to the national team which receives the highest score.  Learn more at 

http://worldphotographiccup.org 
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Preparing for Image Competition 

 

Competition Entries 
The rules and the types of entries are unique to each of the Four Levels of Competition.  It is important 

to review the rules and standards set up by each type of competition. 

 

What is a “Print Case” or “Case Fee”? 
The term “print case” refers to the collection of images you are submitting – regardless of whether the 

images are physical or digital.  For example, a “print case” may include 4 physical prints or 4 digital 

images.  It may also include a combination of physical and digital images.   

 

At the District and International Levels, a “case” consists of up to four entries.  In other words, a 

competitor may enter 2 physical images, one digital image and one digital album in their “case”. These 

four entries would require the entrant to pay one “case” fee. 

 

It is also important to note that the words, “print case” also refers to the physical container that 

entrants use to submit their physical entries to the competition.  There are very specific rules about 

these containers that will be covered a bit later in this book. 

 

Entering the Competition 
At the District and International level, the number of entries in the competition is limited to 4 in the 

Photographic Open Competition, 4 in the Artist Competition and 4 in the Wedding Competition.  

 

In the Photographic Open category, you may enter any combination of up to four physical prints, digital 

images, or digital albums.   

 

You must designate one of the below categories for each entry. 

 PORTRAIT: Consists of portrait or wedding images. 

 ILLUSTRATIVE: Consists of commercial/industrial images, scenics, pictorials, digital paintings and 

similar subject matter. Portraits and weddings are not appropriate for this category. 

 *CREATIVE OPEN: (NEW) Consists of images that have additional elements not created by the 

maker. All elements not created by the maker must be shown in a guide image. 

 ALBUM: EVENT albums consist of time-sensitive social events, such as weddings, bar mitzvahs, 

etc. NON-EVENT albums consist of portrait and storytelling albums. 

 MULTI-MAKER ALBUM: Images in the album must be the work of the entrants (up to three), 

with a minimum of 20 images per entrant. Each entrant must individually enter the competition 

and pay appropriate entry fees. Multi-maker albums will be judged as one entry. 

 

At the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition, entrants may enter up to 8 entries in any combination 

of digital images or digital albums.  All entries must be submitted in digital form.   

 

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Imagine sending in your physical prints for competition and not getting them back.  Well, that is exactly 

what happens if you do not follow the shipping rules for District and IPC. 

 

The rule states: 

1. For print entries to be returned, they must be shipped in an approved print case. Entries may be 

shipped in any serviceable box, but they will not be returned. 
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Remember, images that earn a merit at District Competition must be submitted to IPC to be awarded 

the merit, so you definitely want to get those prints back!  That is why it is imperative that you get an 

“Approved Print Case” for competing with physical prints.  

 

Approved Print Cases 
Approved shipping cases are defined as those intended for reusable shipping of photographs or artwork. 

These would generally include straps, zippers, or twist type clasps and a space to attach shipping labels. 

Cases should not be shipped inside another box.    

 

Containers such as portfolio cases used for storage or for hand carrying artwork, cardboard or 

homemade cases and boxes are not considered approved shipping cases. In addition, unserviceable 

cases are defined as any case that requires special handling (i.e., cases with missing or partially missing 

handles, or those requiring packing tape, string, rope, etc.).  

Images that are shipped in unapproved or unserviceable cases will not be returned.  

 

 

 

List of companies who offer PPA Approved Print Cases 

 

 www.bhphotovideo.com 

 www.adorama.com 

 www.printfile.com 

 www.lightimpressions.com 

 www.tallyns.com 

 www.photobarn.com 

                Ted Saylor Custom Cases 352-568-8888 

 

 

 

 

Examples of Approved cases: 
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Examples of unapproved cases: 

 

 

"Suitcase" style hard-side case.                                                             Soft side portfolio case. 

 

 

Shipping box.                                                                                                        Wood case. 

 

 

Lab shipped box. 

 

                                                                                                                         Cases in poor condition. 
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Cases in poor condition                                                                         Cases in poor condition 

 

                                                                                                       

Missing or broken handles.                                                               Missing or broken handles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Entering Process explained 

For additional information check out this video by Jon Allyn, (PPA Juror) as he explains the process of 

entering PPA Image Competition. 

 

https://youtu.be/UWjLj2qVII0 

Watch video>> 
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Insights 
 
The following section will provide you with unique insights and perspectives on competition from other 

competitors. 

 

12 Elements of a Merit Image 
Bob Hawkins, CPP, M.Photog.MEI.Cr. 

 

One hundred and fifty years ago, the science of photography was only available to those folks hearty 

enough to pursue the craft in horse-drawn darkrooms.  The film of the era was emulsion slathered on 

glass plates, and the cameras weighed as much as many of the photographers.  At that moment in 

history, esthetics was probably not uppermost in the minds of the practitioners. 

 

By studying the works of early photographers, it becomes obvious just how rapidly that changed. Those 

photographers weren’t content just recording a scene from eye level or letting the background be 

whatever was there. The men and women practicing photography in those early days showed an 

interest in arranging the elements of their photographs; showing ingenuity and creativity improved the 

impact of those images. Proper composition and Image presentation evoked a style recognizable in 

many of the earliest photographers’ work. The choice of subjects, use of lighting, a defined center of 

interest, plane of focus and the balance of physical elements and tones in the scene often made the 

viewer see exactly what the photographer wanted to be noticed first – telling a story without a sound 

uttered or a word written. Since every photograph of this time was made by hand, photographers of the 

era had to be craftsmen.  They were concerned with the final quality and technical excellence of their 

photographs, not to mention finding new ways to produce good work in varying situations. 

 

Today those large film cameras have been replaced by much smaller digital cameras that can be carried 

everywhere photographers go. Horse-drawn darkrooms exist only in museums, and except for those 

purists who love the process and qualities of film, the days of making each photograph by hand are gone 

forever. The modern darkroom lives in the virtual realm inside a computer the size of a small suitcase. 

Visual artists produce their images with high-end inkjet printers or send their digital files over the 

Internet to a retail processor for finishing. However, the earlier photographer’s desires to improve the 

photographs they made by attending to the details of their work still lives on in the modern image 

makers of today. 

 

Twelve elements have been defined as necessary for the success of an art piece or image. Any image, art 

piece or photograph will reveal some measure of all twelve elements, while a visually superior example 

will reveal obvious consideration of each one.   

 

 

A fresh look at the 12 Elements 

Lisa Dillon, M. Photog. Cr. & Bryan Welsh, Cr. Photog. API 

 

One of the most daunting sentences you can hear as a novice competitor in PPA's International 

Photographic Competition is “Entries are judged using the 12 elements of a merit image.” What are 

these 12 elements? Where can you find them? And most of all, what do they mean? (see above) 

If you’re new to image competition, it can feel like a game. It’s possible you have only a passing 

familiarity with the 12 elements of a merit image. Yes, the list is displayed at every image competition 

and a short description of each element can be found on the PPA website. But do you really understand 

what they mean? 
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Do you understand how they underpin one another and build upon one another?   

Many people believe these elements are listed in order of importance but a brief conversation with 

Randy McNeilly, M.Photog.MEI.Cr., CPP, API, F-ASP, former chair of IPC, confirmed our belief that this is 

not true. Impact is often touted as the most important element of all, but you can’t really separate 

impact out as separate element. Impact is what you get when all the other elements are working 

together in concert. For us, impact is a result rather than an independent element. 

 

So rather than looking at the elements as a linear catalog or a checklist, our brains saw them as more of 

a constellation of interconnected elements with some in a slightly more subordinate position and others 

in a more prominent position, but all working together to create impact. We created this mind map to 

explain how we see these elements working together, assembled in logical groupings.  

 

Impact takes the center of the map shown below, with the rest of the elements leading in to it. We 

broke the element list apart and created four major areas, or pillars: composition, creativity, technical 

excellence, and storytelling. Branching off these four major components are the elements that support 

each pillar. You’ll also notice that the left side of the mind map covers the more technical aspects while 

the right side of the mind map covers the more emotional aspects. 

 
 

 

Read the entire article here>> 

http://ppmag.com/news/a-fresh-look-at-the-twelve-elements 
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Shooting for Competition vs. Entering Client Work 

In 2017, the TPPA Image Committee conducted an informal poll. 

 

Do you enter:  

A. Images shot specifically for Image competition 

B. Client work 

C. Both 

 

The answer was surprising. While a select few entered both, the pollsters were split 50/50.  

About half the entrants entered client work, the other half entered images shot specifically for 

competition.   

 

Although no data was retrieved as to what type of image scores better than another, the answer to 

what you should enter ultimately comes from what you personally want to do.  
 

Paper types for Image competition 

Labs offer several paper types, all of which can be used for Image competition.   

We'll examine the 4 main types and what type of subject matter they work well with.  

 

"E" Surface, often called Lustre, is a great choice for most competition print pieces and is a good choice 

if you can't decide which paper to go with. It's a good, solid, elegant paper with a lustre sheen to it.  

Some labs offer high gloss lamination for Image competition E surface prints. It's the most common type 

of paper used for Image competition.  

 

"F" Surface, or glossy surface. Some labs do not offer F-surface. The workaround is to use E-surface 

that's laminated with glossy laminate.  

 

Fuji Pearl or Kodak Endura Metallic.  

These papers work well for any mechanical subject matter, ie: cars, planes, tractors, factories.  

Tough, naturally glossy and well saturated paper. Hi-key areas in the images have an iridescent look to 

them.  

 

Watercolor 

Thick, flat, textured paper with muted color reproduction.  

Watercolor paper is great for soft and muted color subjects. Babies and children's portraits are perfect 

for watercolor paper. Some bridal portraits look great on it as well.  

 

Mounting options 

Images must be mounted on a substrate mounting material. Recommended substrates are: 

Double weight mat board, gator board (also known as gatorfoam) ¼" foam, or Sintra. 

Thickness of mount board is 1/8th-3/8"  thickness.  

 

Using a mat to your presentation 

A mat around the image helps give the piece a more polished or finished appearance. It is possible to 

merit an image without a mat, but mats usually help the score. 

  

This video will help explain how to use mats effectively to raise your score 
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Entering prints vs. digital entries 

This is about as clear is Ford vs. Chevy.  

 

There are two main considerations: cost, and entrant's experience with completion.  

Entering digitally relieves the entrant of the cost of printing the images, but the entry fee is the same for 

either form of Image competition entries.  

 

The second consideration is that the Mac displays used by the panel are very sharp, and very clear. 

Artwork is most often easier to spot in a digital file than in a physical print.  

That said, some entrants may consider prints, especially if your new to Image competition.  List of videos 

that will help you prepare your images for PPA, District and IPC Judging.  

 

Videos to help you prepare for Image competition 

 

Tutorial for entering PPA Image Competition 

https://youtu.be/UWjLj2qVII0 

 

PPA Juror's Charge. All PPA Jurors, and many state level jurors must watch before every competition.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiaedBJGAU4 

 

2015 Grand Imaging Awards Slide Show 

https://youtu.be/b4aZIQvMu7g 

 

2014 Loan Collection Slide Show 

https://youtu.be/2RbbJB57OiU 

 

Choosing the correct category for your competition Images 

https://youtu.be/p4cRWXvmB8Y 

 

Preparing an album for PPA Digital Image Competition 

https://youtu.be/tDYnfGMpNfw 

 

Prepping mat for PPA Image Competition  

https://youtu.be/9igPPaazZGA 

 

Lowering Contrast for higher scores 

https://youtu.be/lOP05B1ojCM 

 

General help videos for Image competition 

http://www.ppa.com/IPC_Tutorials 

Videos include: Resizing and naming your images for Competition, Preparing album entries,  

District and IPC monitor calibration and profiling, choosing the right category for your images. 

 

International Image Competition is coming up! 

2019 Competition Dates: August 18 - 23, 2019 

Entries Open: June 14 
Early Deadline (without late fee): July 18 
Late Deadline (late fee required): August 1 
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Advice from the Pros 

 

Bob Coates., M. Photog. M. Artist, CPP, PPA Affiliated Juror 

"Imaging competition has been one of the driving forces in making me a stronger photographer. The 

process of selecting, working on and getting feedback from the judges makes one hyper aware of 

problems. This awareness goes with you on future shoots.  

 

Here's a couple ideas to help you on the way: 

When prepping, or making choices, for imaging competition I will often turn the image upside down on 

the monitor, leave the room, then see where my eye goes when I return. If it's not exactly where I want 

the viewer to start their journey through the image I'll either work on it or retire it. Remember your eye 

goes to the area of highest contrast whether that is the brightest or darkest in the image. Image 

presentation is extremely important.  

 

Solid presentation enhances, or finishes, an image much like a frame does when you go to display a print 

on the wall. Problems occur when there is too much going on in the finishing that it distracts from the 

image. For example. a key line, AKA as a stroke is often used to separate the image from the matte an if 

the color is too bright or the stroke too wide it can fight for the viewer’s attention". 

 

Jon Allyn M.Photog. MEI.Cr., CPP, PPA Affiliated Juror 

"If you were trying to win a bake-off at your state fair, you probably wouldn’t take your chances by 

submitting your entry without tasting it first (and refining your recipe). In fact, you’d probably try several 

different recipes and solicit the opinions of family and friends. Likewise, only entering the International 

Photographic Competition probably isn’t the most productive approach for winning and improving. There 

is a much better way to optimize your results. 

 

Because photographic competition is the ultimate photographic education, it makes sense to enter as 

often as you can. Doing so also allows you to choose your absolute best images to enter at the 

international level. 

My state of Wisconsin has long been known for the success of its photographers in photographic 

competition. What you possibly don’t know is the process most of them went through to obtain that 

success. 

In Wisconsin, we currently have four local photography associations, which host up to six competitions 

each year. Plus, the state competition is in the fall, and the PPA Regional Affiliated competition is in late 

February.  

This means that someone entering at just one of the local associations can “test drive” up to 14 images 

per year. Some of those images might be sent on to the state judging or four new images may be sent. 

The same holds true for the PPA Regional Affiliated judging. 

 

In fact, it’s possible to have 22 images evaluated prior to choosing what you send to the PPA 

International Photographic Competition (at least in Wisconsin). This greatly increases your chances of 

having four merit images going to the “Big Show.” 

Clearly, utilizing the resources available to you and putting in the time and effort to refine your images 

will greatly improve your results at the international level. Look into entering all different levels of 

photographic competition…and enjoy the journey". 
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Tracey Bosworth Page, M. Photog. Cr. CPP  

"I had to learn to ignore the voices that told me to be emotionally detached from my images. When I was 

emotionally detached, my images had no impact. My images started having far more impract when I 

learned to convey that emotion through the image itself. I had to start capturing and entering the 

images I cared most about, but the story had to be clear without me explaining it. Remember...the 

judges will not know the back story. They must see it in the image. Once you can capture that back story 

with your camera, follow your heart and let your images soar".  

 

Carl Caylor, M.Photog. M. Artist, CPP, PPA Affiliated Juror 

"Image Competition helps us reach beyond where we are right now. By stretching ourselves, it makes our 

every day work better than it was before. This makes us better artists and makes our sales and business 

increase".  

 

Larry Lourcey, M. Photog. M. Artist, CPP 

"People are often confused by image competition and can’t figure out why they end up with 78s and 79s.  

As someone who has judged at the district and international competitions for the past several years, I 

can tell you it generally comes down to two things - originality and hard work. For the most part, the 

people who are getting 95s and 100s in competition are not just going through their computers the day 

before the deadline, searching for images that would be competition-worthy. They are coming up with 

concepts, planning them out, then spending hours in Photoshop improving and refining the image. They 

are not taking a concept that they saw four people use at the last competition and copying it. The high 

scoring competitors are stretching their creativity to come up with ideas and concepts that will catch the 

judges off-guard.  

 

Storytelling is a HUGE source of impact -so start there. Decide what story you are trying to tell or what 

emotion you are trying to convey - then plan out an image that does precisely that. Use competition as a 

chance to stretch your skills and push your boundaries. The whole point is to grow and get better. The 

great thing is, this high standard and pursuit of excellence will leak over into your day-to-day work". 

 

Lisa Dillon, M.Photog, Cr. CPP  

"Eleven years ago, I entered my first Image competition. I had no idea what I was doing—I just chose my 

favorite client images from the year, cleaned them up, canvased them on a 16x20 image and printed 

them up. I didn’t even know to print them darker for the competition lights. Then I sat in on the judging 

and listened to the challenges and comments and waited for my images to come through.  

 

Most of my images didn’t merit, but one did and I was ecstatic! I was so excited to have an image 

accepted into the display—I thought I’d won the lottery. And then someone told me about submitting my 

images to the national competition and perhaps even having one selected to be a loan image. Well 

goodness—I had to try it!  

 

So, I reworked my other three images based on the suggestions I got from a couple of judges and sent 

them on. This time 2 of my images merited and—shock of all shocks—both were selected for the Loan 

Collection. I was hooked! Aside from the great rush of excitement and satisfaction that comes from 

receiving a good score or having an image accepted into the loan collection, what I have found as a 

competitor in image competition is that the most valuable aspect of competition comes before the score 

is ever read. It comes is you embrace the process and learn new skills. It comes as you absorb the Twelve 

Elements and make them a part of your every-day work. It comes as you sort through your work with a 

critical eye and evaluate your images in preparation for competition. It comes as you plan images you 

want to create as personal projects and submit them for competition. It comes as you humble yourself 

enough to listen to the challenges and the critiques and use that to make your work better.  
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In the end, you’ll understand that the value of image competition lies in the journey. That’s where you 

learn and improve and grow. And your clients benefit from what you’ve learned in the process. And 

maybe, if you’re lucky, you might get a ribbon or a trophy to show for your hard work. But just know that 

regardless of the outcome, just participating in image competition is the best trophy. It’s a competition 

you cannot lose".  
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Image Competition FAQ's 

 

What if a judge knows my image? Can he/she still judge it? 

No juror may place a score on an image wherein he/she knows the maker of the piece being judged.  

In this event, the juror will inform the Competition Chairman via their scoring keypad that they are 

opting out of judging a particular piece. The Competition Chairman will judge the piece in place of the 

self-recused judge. 
 

If more than one juror is familiar with the image, the image will be judged at a late time in the judging 

when there are different jurors on the panel or when jurors familiar with the piece have rotated off. 
 

In the extremely rare event that every Juror on the panel knows the maker, the Chairman will instruct 

each Juror to score with their heart, setting aside any personal feelings they have toward the maker or 

previous works by the maker.  
 

Jurors may, however, judge an image if they recognize the “style” a particular maker is known for.  

As long as the Juror does not have firsthand knowledge of the maker of an image, they are allowed to 

judge it.   

If I am entering a multi-maker album, does each maker have to be a PPA member? Does each maker 

have to pay a case fee? 

Yes, both makers will need to register and pay the entry fee. Both makers to do not have to be a PPA 

member, but they would have to pay the non-member rate to enter. 

 Can I enter an image that has been merited previously? 

You are not allowed to enter an image that has merited previously, even if changing categories. In other 

words, you can't enter the same image under Master Artist if it's previously merited under Photographic 

Open, even though the two categories judge under different criteria.  

What does it take to become a “Master”? 

To become a Master, a candidate must acquire 25 Merits, 13 of which must be from Image competition. 

This is a combination of Merits from Image competition as well as any Loans the Candidate as received.  

The remaining 12 Merits may be a combination of Service Merits, usually acquired by attending 

photographic conventions or other PPA Affiliate events, workshops or seminars. Service Merits may also 

be obtained for service in PPA Affiliates. 

What’s the difference between Photographic Open (PO) and Master Artist (MA)? 

Simply put, Photographic Open entries are judged on photography skills, although many entries have 

quite a bit of artwork done to them.  
 

Master Artist, however, is judged on your artistry in putting a scene together into a final image. The 

entrant can use other's works (with permission) in the final image. 
 

Difficulty is the primary concern for Jurors in the Artist Category. 

What is an approved print case? 

Most PPA Affiliates require entrants to use an approved print case before turning in their prints for 

judging.  Some Affiliates may allow boxes images are shipped in when arriving from the lab. Check your 

local rules.  
 

Approved cases can be soft side vinyl or fiberboard, usually with zippers or straps with buckles. Cases 

must have an attached handle.  
 

See more about approved and unapproved cases in a previous section. 
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I hear about the Loan Collection. What does “Loan” mean?  

Once an image has been judged for merit, it is judged again for possible inclusion to the PPA Loan 

Collection, if the original score was between 85-94. Images scoring 95 or above are automatically 

selected for the Loan Collection, whereas images scoring below 85 are not eligible for the Loan 

Collection. Loan Collection is generally regarded as the "Best of the Best". The entrant will receive 

another Image merit for the image for a total of 2 if selected for the Loan Collection.  

 

The name Loan Collection comes from the days when this collection was “loaned” in museums and 

other outlets to be displayed for a pre-determined time before moving on to the next display venue. The 

formal name of the collection was Traveling Loan Collection. Today this is no longer the case. 

 What is the difference in PO and Artist categories? 

In addition to consideration of the 12 elements of a merit image; for an image to be Merit worthy in the 

Master Artist Competition, additional evaluation is given to the skill level of the art work done to the 

image as well as creativity demonstrated by the maker. Ultimately the primary difference is the 

additional value or bias given to ability, technique and the quality of the process to achieve the final 

result. 

Can I mix a PO and Artist Entries in the same case? 

No. The Photographic Open (PO) and Artist competitions are separate competitions and degrees. You 

will need to register for both.  

Can I ship my PO, Artist and Wedding images in the same shipping case or box? 

No. The PO, Artist and Wedding competitions are separate, and the return cases are given separate 

tracking numbers. To insure your images are returned,  you will need to send them in different cases. 

Where do sports photographs fall? 

Sports images would be entered in the Illustrative category and reportage would be the subcategory. 

Are portraits of brides or grooms entered in the portrait or wedding category? 

Portraits of brides and grooms that were not taken on the wedding day should be entered in the portrait 

competition. Images connected with the actual wedding day should be in the wedding competition. 

How do I access my critique? 

Critiques will be accessible in your "My PPA" page on the PPA website 3 to 5 weeks after the 

competition.  

Can I include text in my entry? 

Yes, text is acceptable on your image, but you are not permitted to have your name or studio logo on 

the images. 

What's the difference between a seal and a merit? 

A "seal" is earned at PPA District competitions. A seal becomes a merit once it is sent to the IPC. Images 

at the district that score 80 or higher will be given a seal. All sealed images that are sent into IPC will be 

given a merit. 

 
Can I enter the same subject in PO and Art cases? 

New for 2019:  Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed, as long as the images are 

entirely different. (Background, location, clothing, and concept).

Can I enter the same subject if they are treated differently and are unrecognizable? 

New for 2019:  Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed, as long as the images are 

entirely different. (Background, location, clothing, and concept).

 
Do I have to enter District before I can enter IPC? 

No, you can enter directly to IPC without entering the district competition. The advantage to entering 
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the district first, is that it gives you a chance to get feedback and make changes to your images prior to 

the IPC, as well as qualify for any awards given at the district level.  

 
Can I enter Districts other than my own? 

Yes, you can enter a district other than your own, but you can only receive a "seal" from your own 

district. 

 
What if my file size is larger than the suggested minimum after compression? 

If your file is too big the system will not accept it. We would like you to make your image as close to the 

accepted size as possible. 

Can I change a sealed image? 

Once an image has a "seal," you cannot make any changes to the image or title or you will lose your seal. 

If you make changes, the image would be re-judged for merit at IPC or at the following year's district 

judging, if you decide to go that route. This is known as "breaking the seal".  

Do I have to be a CPP to enter IPC? 

No, everyone is welcome to enter any local, state, district or IPC Image Competition.  

 The CPP designation not a requirement for any level of Image competition.  

Can I enter the same image again if it didn't seal or merit? 

Yes. You can enter an image as many times as you want until it merits. Once an images merits you will 

not be permitted to enter it again in either PO or the Artist competition. 

I did not request a critique. Can I still get one? 

Unfortunately, no. All critiques need to be ordered at the time of the competition. 

However, any Master Photographer would be happy to critique an image for you in person or social 

media.  

Can I change an image or title after registering and uploading? Yes, you will need to contact PPA 

customer service at 800.786.6277 and they will assist you.

What can I do if my sealed print is damaged from shipping when I get it back from the District or IPC 

Competition? 

You will need to contact Rich Newell, IPC manager at PPA (Rnewell@ppa.com) and inform him that your 

image has been damaged. You will need to send the damaged print with the "seal" and the new print. 

The new print should match the old print exactly.

What is the difference between local, state and district competitions? 

State and local competitions are a great place to get feedback on your images. These competitions are 

not run by PPA but most follow the PPA guidelines for image competitions.  

PPA district competitions and the IPC are organized by PPA and overseen by the Photographic Exhibition 

Committee (PEC). Seals and merits can only be earned at a PPA district competition or the IPC. 

Do I have to send my prints to districts and IPC in an approved print case? 

If you enter physical prints at the district level you will need to send your images in an approved print 

case. At the IPC, you have the option of sending your images in a box. If you choose to use a box, your 

images will not be returned to you. 

I hear photographers talk all the time about PrintCompetition.com.  Is this who runs IPC's Image 

Competition? 

No. PrintCompetition.com runs local guild and state association Image competitions. PPA has their own 

in-house service for competition for both District and IPC Competitions. Both systems allow you to 

watch the competitions online.  
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TPPA Annual Image Competition 
Competition Date: June 30, 2019 Conroe, TX 

Competition Deadline:   June 29, 2019 – 9PM 

Competition Open To: Anyone 

Entry Types:  Digital Entries Only 

Price Per Entry:  $15 per image  

 
The purpose of this competition is to allow photographers 

to enter photographic images to be judged against a 

Standard of Excellence and to assist the entrants in 

preparation for PPA District or International Photographic 

Competition. 

 

TPPA has made some BIG changes for 2019, so be sure you visit www.tppa.org/summerfest 

 

The 12 Elements of a Merit Image (For more information, go to www.ppa.com/ipc.) will be used in 

accessing each image and applying a final score. 

 

Through this competition, TPPA members are also eligible for awards and TPPA Points that count toward 

the Associate and Full Fellowship Degrees within TPPA. 

 

The TPPA Executive Council is committed to 

creating excellence for TPPA members. One recent 

example of this commitment is the approval and 

purchase of an IPC caliber station for judging 

digital entries at the Annual TPPA Photographic 

Competition at Summerfest. This station includes 

three judging monitors, a dedicated computer and 

software to run the competition and the ability to 

project the images being judged onto a big screen 

for the audience to see.  

 

This investment will serve the interests of our TPPA 

members. TPPA believes in the value of 

photographic competition to help build stronger artists and more profitable members. We take pride in 

using only Approved Jurors from IPCC and those who have attended the judging school at IPC who are 

working to become approved jurors. This makes the TPPA Photographic Competition a tough 

competition. Yet, it gives you the best feedback we can deliver on your images before you submit them 

onto district and IPC competitions. 

 

Winning an award in Texas is a big deal and one you 

can be proud of. We encourage you to start preparing 

now to enter your images in the Annual TPPA 

Photographic Competition at Summerfest on June 24. 
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Big Changes for 2019 
 

TPPA has three competitions which include the Photographic Open Competition, the Artist 

Competition and the Wedding Competition.  Entrants may now enter a maximum of eight entries in 

each of the Photographic Open, Artist or Wedding competitions. 

The Photographic Open Competition serves those who compete with digital images created by 

traditional photographic processes as well as those captured electronically with a digital camera or 

scanner. 

The Master Artist Competition serves those who compete with their skills in the PPA Master Artist 

Category using digital files. 

The Wedding Competition allows photographers to enter digital images or digital albums to be judged 

against a standard of excellence using the 12 Elements of a Merit Image.  Images and all elements of an 

image in the Wedding Competition must be created during the time constraints of the actual event. 

 

The 2019 edition of the Annual TPPA Photographic Competition has undergone some changes in the 

rules and awards.  Here are the important highlights: 

 New for 2019 - The Annual TPPA Photographic Competition will not be judging physical prints 

for 2019.  Only digital entries will be accepted for this year’s judging. 

 New Wedding Competition: TPPA proudly follows the lead of PPA by offering a new Wedding 

Competition for images and albums that were created within the time constraints of an actual 

wedding. 

 New for 2019:  A new Creative Open category under the Photographic Open Competition was 

created to allow images that have additional elements not created by the maker.  Please note: 

all elements NOT created by the maker must be shown in a guide image. 

 New for 2019:  Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed, as long as the 

images are entirely different. (Background, location, clothing, and concept). 

 Multiple Albums may be entered:  In the past, we only allowed one album entry, but we are 

now allowing multiple albums to be entered in the Photographic Open or the Wedding 

Competitions.  Each album will count as “one entry” in its respective competition. 

 New for 2019: Entrants can now enter a maximum of eight entries in each of our Competitions:  

Photographic Open, Artist or Wedding.  This will give members a chance to gain feedback on 

additional images and to compete for newly created awards. 

 New for 2019: We have moved to an entry fee of only $15 “per entry”. 

COMPETITION AWARD PINS 

We offer Competition Award pins to recognize 

photographers who have entries scoring 80 or 

above based on the following: 

♦ Bronze – 4 entries scoring 80 or above in a 

single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 

♦ Silver – 5 entries scoring 80 or above in a 

single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 

♦ Gold – 6 entries scoring 80 or above in a single 

competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 
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♦ Platinum – 7 entries scoring 80 or above in a single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 

♦ Diamond – 8 entries scoring 80 or above in a single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 

  

Three new Competition Awards have been added 

♦ Top Photographic Open Entries Award (Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the 

PO Competition) 

♦ Top Artist Entries Award (Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the Artist 

Competition) 

♦ Top Wedding Entries Award (Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the Wedding 

Competition) 

New “Top 10” Awards 

♦ Top 10 in Texas Award (Top 10 scoring averages from the overall competition. Requires a minimum 

of 4 entries in at least one of the three competitions:  Photographic Open, Artist or Wedding) 

 

 

Entering the Competitions 

 Entry Deadline is 9:00pm CST., June 29, 2019. 

 Entry Fee is $15 per entry. (Entries include any combination of digital entries and digital album 

entries.) 

 

Check out the entire list of awards from the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition. 

 

Recorded Critiques 

You can now order a recorded judge’s critique for $10 per image requested.  This is a great way to get 

personal feedback for your images. 
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Awards List 
 

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPEN AWARDS 

Portrait 

Best Portrait of a Man 

Best Portrait of a Woman 

Best Portrait of a Child 

Best Portrait of a Group 

Best Portrait of an Animal or group of animals (Pets) 

Best Classic Portrait (little or no digital enhancement applied) 

Best Photographic Open by a Master 

Best Photographic Open General Exhibit (non-Master) 

Illustrative 

Best Commercial Image 

Best Aerial Image 

Best Scenic Image 

Best Architecture Image 

Best Wildlife Image 

Best Fine Art/Still Life Image 

Best Sport/Event Image 

Best Illustrative Open by a Master 

Best Illustrative Open General Exhibit (non-Master) 

Creative 

Best Creative Open by a Master 

Best Creative Open General Exhibit (non-Master) 

Album  

Best Album General Exhibit (non-Master) 

Best Album by a Master 

Best Multi-Maker Album by a Master 

Best Multi-Maker Album General Exhibit (non-Master) 

ARTIST AWARDS 

Best Artist Entry by a Master Artist 

Best Artist Entry General Collection (non-Master Artist) 

Best Restoration Image 

WEDDING AWARDS 

Best Bride 

Best Groom 

Best Couple or Group 

Best Wedding Moment 

Best Wedding Still Life 

Best Wedding Open by a Master 

Best Wedding Open General Exhibit 
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Wedding Album Awards 

Best Album by a Master 

Best Album General Exhibit (non-Master) 

Best Multi-Maker Album by a Master 

Best Multi-Maker Album General Exhibit (non-Master) 

OTHER AWARDS 

♦ Best First Time Entry TPPA 

♦ Judges Choice Ribbons. Each judge awards one ribbon. 

♦ CPP Award for highest scoring Image by a Certified Professional Photographer 

♦ ASP State Elite Award (Goes to the highest scoring image by an ASP Member) 

♦ Top Photographic Open Entries Award (Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the 

PO Competition) 

♦ Top Artist Entries Award (Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the Artist 

Competition) 

♦ Top Wedding Entries Award (Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the Wedding 

Competition) 

♦ Top 10 in Texas Award (Top 10 scoring averages from the overall competition. Requires a minimum 

of 4 entries in at least one of the three competitions:  Photographic Open, Artist or Wedding) 

♦ Best of ShowHighest Scoring Print Case Average (minimum of 4 enPresident’s Theme: “Positively 

Texas” 

COMPETITION AWARD PINS 

♦ Bronze – 4 entries scoring 80 or above in a single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 

♦ Silver – 5 entries scoring 80 or above in a single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or Wedding) 

♦ Gold – 6 entries scoring 80 or above in a single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or Wedding) 

♦ Platinum – 7 entries scoring 80 or above in a single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 

♦ Diamond – 8 entries scoring 80 or above in a single competition (Photographic Open, Artist or 

Wedding) 
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Photographic Open Competition Rules 

 

 

Please review thoroughly! 

Please Note:  The TPPA Annual 

Photographic Competition is open 

to all photographers, however, 

only TPPA Members are eligible for 

trophies and awards. Please log in 

to our TPPA Member Services site 

and confirm your membership in 

TPPA. 

 

The purpose of the Photographic 

Open Competition is to allow 

photographers to enter digital 

images and digital albums to be 

judged against a standard of excellence using the 12 Elements of a Merit Image. Through this 

competition, TPPA members are also eligible for trophies, ribbons, and TPPA Fellowship Points. 

 

These rules pertain to images digital files created by traditional photographic processes as well as 

those captured electronically with a digital camera or scanner: 

1.    All entries must be registered at www.printcompetition.com. 

2.    Entrants may only submit digital images for judging. 

3.    Entrants are required to upload a digital file for each image entered 

4.    No changes to your entry are permitted once the entry deadline has passed. No refunds will be 

issued after the entry fee is paid. 

5.    Images which are entered into PPA's District Competition are also eligible for the TPPA Annual 

Competition provided the images are submitted to TPPA's competition by June 1, prior to the start of 

the District Competition. 

6.    Once an image has been awarded a score of 80 or above in PPA District or IPC competition, or any 

previous TPPA Annual Photographic Competition, it may not be entered into the TPPA Annual 

Competition. This includes any image from an album scoring 80 or higher. 

7.   Entrants do not need to be TPPA members to compete in the Photographic Open Competition, 

however, only TPPA members are eligible for trophies and awards. 

 

ELIGIBILITY 

1.    Entrant must have captured and created the original exposure or exposures. 

2.    All processing, manipulation or rendering, were done by the entrant or under their direct 

supervision. 

3.    The entrant has obtained and has access to all necessary releases (model or property) and agrees to 

hold TPPA harmless against all claims and liabilities arising out of TPPA’s display, publication and 

promotion or other use of each image submitted to TPPA. 

4.    The entrant’s name shall not appear anywhere in or on the face of the entry. 

5.    Entrants may enter more than one case. 

6.    A maximum of eight entries is allowed in the Photographic Open Competition. 

7.    A minimum of 4 entries is required to be considered for the Top Photographic Open Entries Award 

(Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the PO Competition) and the Top 10 in Texas 

Award (Top 10 scoring averages from the overall competition).  Album scores are included in overall 

case scores. 
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8.    No entry will be eligible if it has been made under the supervision of an instructor or as a class 

assignment. All images submitted must be self-directed. Images created in an educational environment 

under direct supervision from an instructor are ineligible. 

9.    Any entry that has been created from an existing photograph, portrait, graphic or any other artwork 

produced by another person is a violation of the competition rules and will not be judged, accepted or 

displayed. (*Please see new Creative Open category for exceptions) If an entry, in the good-faith 

opinion of the TPPA Photographic Competition Chairman, violates copyright, trademark or any other 

applicable law, that entry shall be disqualified. 

10.   New:  Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed, as long as the images are 

entirely different. (Background, location, clothing, and concept). 

11.   Entry media includes digital files, and digital albums. 

 

REGISTRATION 

Registration opens in May. All registration takes place at: www.printcompetition.com. 

 

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPEN COMPETITION CATEGORIES 

You must designate one of the below categories for each entry. 

PORTRAIT: Consists of portrait or wedding images. 

ILLUSTRATIVE: Consists of commercial/industrial images, scenics, pictorials, digital paintings and similar 

subject matter. Portraits and weddings are not appropriate for this category. 

*CREATIVE OPEN: (NEW) Consists of images that have additional elements not created by the maker. All 

elements not created by the maker must be shown in a guide image. (All the other PO rules still apply 

with the exception that you may have addition elements in your image not created by the maker.  These 

elements must be shown in a guide image.  The purpose of this new category is to allow makers to enter 

some of their everyday images that may contain digital background or other elements that were 

previously not allowed.  You will still need to have all releases necessary.  The jurors will be instructed to 

evaluate the entire image but the elements that were created by the maker must still be merit worthy 

as well as the overall image.) 

ALBUM: albums consist of social events, such bar mitzvahs, etc. or albums of portrait and storytelling 

albums. 

MULTI-MAKER EVENT ALBUM: Images in the album must be the work of the entrants (up to three), with 

a minimum of 20 images per entrant. Each entrant must individually enter the competition and pay 

appropriate entry fees. Multi-maker albums will be judged as one entry. 

 

DIGITAL SUBMISSION 

 Files must be sized so the longest dimension is 4000 pixels. Each file must contain an embedded 

color profile of either sRGB or Adobe RGB1998 and be saved at a JPEG quality setting of 10. In 

most cases, total file size should not exceed 3.5 MB. Larger files will be accepted when 

necessary so long are they are JPG/10. 

 Files are to be named, Image 1.JPG No underscores or special characters 

 

DIGITAL ALBUM ENTRY 

See Video Tutorial: PPA.com/IPC_tutorials 

 

All albums must be submitted in digital form 

1. All page/spread files must have the longest file dimension at 4000 pixels, have an embedded 

color profile of either sRGB or Adobe RGB1998 and saved at a JPEG quality setting of 10. 

2. Each page/spread file may contain as many images as you desire. 

3. An entry shall contain a minimum of 5 page/spread files up to 36 page/spread files. 

4. Files are to be numbered in viewing order using two digits, i.e. 01 jpg, 02 jpg, 03 jpg, etc. 
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5. All individual files must be compressed into a single ZIP file. ZIP file must be named: Album 

Title.zip (e.g. Summer Wedding.zip). 

6. Studio identification or entrant’s name cannot appear on any file within the album entry. 

7. Each entrant must use the same title when entering a multi-maker album. 

VIEWING CONDITIONS FOR IMAGE REVIEW 

 For color management help, see Video Tutorial: PPA.com/IPC_tutorials 

 Digital Files: Monitor Settings, D65, 120 cd/m2, 2.20 gamma 

 

DEADLINES AND FEES 

 Entry Deadline is 9:00pm CST., June 29, 2019. 

 TPPA is holding three competitions:  Photographic Open Competition, Artist Competition and 

Wedding Competition.  Entrants may enter up to eight entries in each competition. 

 Entry Fee is $15 per image. 

 Entries include any combination of digital entries and digital album entries. 

 $10.00 per image for image critiques. Please allow 4 weeks following the completion of the 

competition. 

 

Check out the entire list of awards from the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition. 

 

Note: Failure to comply with these rules may result in disqualification of entry. The decision of the 

TPPA Photographic Competition Chairman is final. 
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Artist Competition Rules 
 

Please review thoroughly! 

 

Please Note:  The TPPA Annual Photographic Competition is open to all photographers, however, only 

TPPA Members are eligible for trophies and awards. Please log in to our TPPA Member Services site and 

confirm your membership in TPPA. 

 

The purpose of the Artist Competition is to allow the entrant to demonstrate their art skills and 

expertise in pursuit of the PPA Master Artist degree (previously known as Master of Electronic Imaging 

degree). Entries will be judged for digital, artistic and technical proficiency. Entries can be created using 

digital or traditional art (such as painting and airbrush) or a combination of both. Through this 

competition, TPPA members are also eligible to earn trophies dedicated to Master Artist entries and 

TPPA Fellowship Points. 

 

1.  All entries must be registered at Printcompetition.com. 

2.  Entrants may only submit digital files for judging. 

3.  Entrants are required to upload a digital file for each image entered.  

4.  No changes to your entry are permitted once the entry deadline has passed. No refunds will be 

issued after the entry fee is paid. 

5.  Images which are entered into PPA's District Competition are also eligible for the TPPA Annual 

Competition provided the images are submitted to TPPA's competition by June 1, prior to the start of 

the District Competition. 

6.  Once an image has been awarded a score of 80 or above in PPA District or IPC competition, or any 

previous TPPA Annual Photographic Competition, it may not be entered into the TPPA Annual 

Competition. This includes any image from an album scoring 80 or higher. 

7.   Entrants do not need to be TPPA members to compete in the Photographic Open Competition, 

however, only TPPA members are eligible for trophies and awards. 

 

ELIGIBILITY 

1. Entries may be reproduced from existing photographs, portraits, graphics or any other artwork so 

long as the entrant is prepared to provide appropriate written documentation indicating permission for 

usage. This documentation may be requested by TPPA before, during or after the competition. If an 

entry, in the good-faith opinion of the TPPA Photographic Competition Chairman, violates copyright, 

trademark or any other applicable law and cannot be proven otherwise, that entry shall be disqualified 

and merits revoked, if issued. 

2.  All processing, manipulation, artwork or rendering must be done by the entrant.  

3.  The entrant has obtained and has access to all necessary releases (model or property) and agrees to 

hold TPPA harmless against all claims and liabilities arising out of TPPA’s display, publication and 

promotion or other use of each image submitted to TPPA. 

4.  The entrant’s name shall not appear anywhere in or on the face of the entry. 

5.  A maximum of eight entries is allowed in the Artist Competition. 

6.  A minimum of 4 entries is required to be considered for the Top Artist Entries Award (Highest scoring 

average with a minimum of 4 entries in the Artist Competition) and the Top 10 in Texas Award (Top 10 

scoring averages from the overall competition). 

7.  No entry will be eligible if it has been made under the supervision of an instructor or as a class 

assignment. All images submitted must be self-directed. Images created in an educational environment 

under direct supervision from an instructor are ineligible. 

8.  NEW: Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed, as long as the images are 

entirely different. (Background, location, clothing, and concept). 
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9.  Entry media includes only digital files. 

Guide images must be included on the submitted digital canvas  

 

REGISTRATION 

Registration opens in May. All registration takes place at: printcompetition.com 
 

ARTIST COMPETITION CATEGORIES 

You must designate one of the below categories for each entry: 

Creative Open (Artist) 

Restoration 
 

DIGITAL SUBMISSION 

 Files must be sized so the longest dimension is 4000 pixels. Each file must contain an embedded 

color profile of either sRGB or Adobe RGB1998 and be saved at a JPEG quality setting of 10. In 

most cases, total file size should not exceed 3.5 MB. Larger files will be accepted when 

necessary so long are they are JPG/10. 

 Files are to be named, Image 1.JPG (No underscores or special characters) 
 

DEADLINES AND FEES 

 Entry Deadline is 9:00pm CST., June 29, 2019. 

 TPPA is holding three competitions:  Photographic Open Competition, Artist Competition and 

Wedding Competition.  Entrants may enter up to eight entries in each competition 

 Entry Fee is $15 per image. 

 Entries include any combination of digital entries and digital album entries. 

 $10.00 per image for image critiques. Please allow 4 weeks following the completion of the 

competition. 
 

Check out the entire list of awards from the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition. 
 

Note: Failure to comply with these rules may result in disqualification of entry. The decision of the 

TPPA Photographic Competition Chairman is final. 
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Wedding Competition Rules 

 

Please review thoroughly! 

 

Please Note: The TPPA Annual 

Photographic Competition is open to 

all photographers, however, only 

TPPA Members are eligible for 

trophies and awards. Please log in to 

our TPPA Member Services site and 

confirm your membership in TPPA.  

 

Through this competition, TPPA 

members are also eligible for 

trophies, ribbons, and TPPA 

Fellowship Points. 

 

 

 

The purpose of this competition is to allow photographers to enter digital photographic images or digital 

albums to be judged against a standard of excellence using the 12 Elements of a Merit Image. (For more 

information, go to PPA.com/IPC.)  In addition to the twelve elements, for an image to be merit worthy in 

the wedding competition, additional evaluation may be considered for the entries that illustrate the 

personality of the subject or subjects and the story of the wedding as well as the artistic and technical 

skills of the image maker.  Judges will keep in mind that the maker has limited control over many 

aspects of a wedding.  For example: subject matter, environment and time of day.  Ultimately, additional 

consideration may be given to the maker for technically and artistically executing at a merit level in spite 

of challenges involved at an actual wedding. 

 

Images and all elements of an image in the Wedding Competition must be created during the time 

constraints of the actual event.  Images not created during the time constraints of the actual event may 

be entered in the TPPA’s Photographic Open competition.  The entrant or entrants must have captured 

all elements of the final submission from that wedding.  Images in the Wedding competition should 

reflect the personality or personalities of the subject(s) or the story of the wedding as well as the 

personality, artistic and technical skills of the image maker.  Images should include some kind of visual 

wedding reference(s).  The original captured image (in RAW, jpg or film) must be available if requested 

by the TPPA Photographic Competition committee. 

1. All entries must be registered at www.printcompetition.com. 

2. Entrants may only submit digital files for judging. 

3. Entrants are required to upload a digital file for each image entered.  

4. No changes to your entry are permitted once the entry deadline has passed. No refunds will be 

issued after the entry fee is paid. 

5. Entrants do not need to be TPPA members to compete in the Wedding Competition, however, 

only TPPA members are eligible for trophies and awards. 

6. Images which are entered into PPA's District Competition are also eligible for the TPPA Annual 

Competition provided the images are submitted to TPPA's competition by June 1, prior to the 

start of the District Competition. 
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7. Once an image has been awarded a score of 80 or above in PPA District or IPC competition, or 

any previous TPPA Annual Photographic Competition, it may not be entered into the TPPA 

Annual Competition. This includes any image from an album scoring 80 or higher. 

ELIGIBILITY 

1. Entrant must have captured and created the original exposure or exposures. 

2. All processing, manipulation and rendering, were done by the entrant or under their direct 

supervision. 

3. The entrant has obtained and has access to all necessary releases (model or property) and 

agrees to hold TPPA harmless against all claims and liabilities arising out of TPPA’s display, 

publication and promotion or other use of each image submitted to TPPA. 

4. The entrant’s name shall not appear anywhere in or on the face of the entry. 

5. A maximum of eight entries is allowed in the Wedding Competition. 

6. A minimum of 4 entries is required to be considered for the Top Wedding Entries Award 

(Highest scoring average with a minimum of 4 entries in the Wedding Competition) and the Top 

10 in Texas Award (Top 10 scoring averages from the overall competition).  Each album counts 

as one entry and album scores are included in overall case scores. 

7. No entry will be eligible if it has been made under the supervision of an instructor or as a class 

assignment. All images submitted must be self-directed. Images created in an educational 

environment under direct supervision from an instructor are ineligible 

8. Any entry that has been created from an existing photograph, portrait, graphic or any other 

artwork produced by another person is a violation of the competition rules and will not be 

judged, accepted or displayed. If an entry, in the good-faith opinion of  the TPPA Photographic 

Competition Chairman, violates copyright, trademark or any other applicable law, that entry 

shall not be displayed or published. 

9. Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed, as long as the images are entirely 

different concepts. 

10. Entry media includes digital files and digital albums. 

REGISTRATION 

Registration opens in May. All registration takes place at: www.printcompetition.com. 

 

WEDDING COMPETITION CATEGORIES 

You must designate one of the below categories for each entry. 

 WEDDING OPEN: Images eligible in the Wedding Open category must be created during the 

time constraints of the actual event. 

 WEDDING ALBUM: All images included in the Wedding Album must be created during the time 

constraints of the actual wedding event. You may enter as a single maker or a multi-maker; (2) 

photographers creating a minimum of twenty images each from the same wedding. 

DIGITAL SUBMISSION 

See Video Tutorial: PPA.com/IPC_tutorials 

1. Files must be sized so the longest dimension is 4000 pixels. Each file must contain an embedded 

color profile of either sRGB or Adobe RGB1998 and be saved at a JPEG quality setting of 10. In 

most cases, total file size should not exceed 3.5 MB. Larger files will be accepted when 

necessary so long are they are JPG/10. 
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2. Files are to be named, Image 1.JPG No underscores or special characters 

DIGITAL ALBUM ENTRY 

See Video Tutorial: PPA.com/IPC_tutorials 

All albums must be submitted in digital form 

1. All page/spread files must have the longest file dimension at 4000 pixels, have an embedded 

color profile of either sRGB or Adobe RGB1998 and saved at a JPEG quality setting of 10. 

2. Each page/spread file may contain as many images as you desire. 

3. An entry shall contain a minimum of 5 page/spread files up to 36 page/spread files. 

4. Files are to be numbered in viewing order using two digits, i.e. 01 jpg, 02 jpg, 03 jpg, etc. 

5. All individual files must be compressed into a single ZIP file. ZIP file must be named: Album 

Title.zip (e.g. Summer Wedding.zip). 

6. Studio identification or entrant’s name cannot appear on any file within the album entry. 

7. Each entrant must use the same title when entering a multi-maker album. 

VIEWING CONDITIONS FOR IMAGE REVIEW 

For color management help, see Video Tutorial: PPA.com/IPC_tutorials 

 Digital Files: Monitor Settings, D65, 120 cd/m2, 2.20 gamma 

DEADLINES AND FEES 

 Entry Deadline is 9:00pm CST., June 29, 2019. 

 TPPA is holding three competitions:  Photographic Open Competition, Artist Competition and 

Wedding Competition.  Entrants may enter up to eight entries in each competition. 

 Entry Fee is $15 per image. 

 Entries include any combination of digital entries and digital album entries. 

 $10.00 per image for image critiques. Please allow 4 weeks following the completion of the 

competition. 

 

Check out the entire list of awards from the TPPA Annual Photographic Competition. 

 

Note: Failure to comply with these rules may result in disqualification of entry. The decision of the 

TPPA Photographic Competition Chairman is final. 

 


